
NAMES ON ATTICS OF PAVILIONS

Thales, Pythagoras, Euclid,
Apollonius, Hipparchus, Ptolemy,
Fourier, Helmholtz, Kelvin, Gibbs.

fycho Brahe, Galileo, Kepler,
Euler, D'Alembert, Lagrangs, Laplace,
Herschel, Adams, Hill, Poincare.

Democritus, Plate, Averroes,
Bacon, Descartes, Pascal,
Napier, Davy, Regnault, Foucault.

Harvey, Linnasus, Jenner,
Agricola, Hutton, Lyell, Dana,
De Beaumont, Suess, Bessener.

Boyle, Cavendish, Priestley, Dalton,
Gay Lussac, Berzelius, Wohler, Liebeg,
Bunsen. lMendele jeff. Perkins. van't Hoff.

Gilbert, Coulomb, Volta, Oersted,
Ampere, Ohm, Henry, Naxwell,
Morse, Siemens. Gramme, Hertz.

Gutenberg, Watt, Arkwright,
Whitney, Perkins, Fulton, Fairbairn,
Froude, Otto, De Laval. Wright.

Ictinus, Phidilss, Vitruvius,
Anthemius, De Coucy, Giotto,
Brunelleschi. Wren. Bulfinch.

Guericke, Torricelli, Chladni,
Huygens, Young, Arago, Fresnel,
Daguerre. Kirchhoff. Rowland.

Black, Rumford, Joule, Clausius,
Carnot, Telford, Stephenson,
De ILesseps, Rankine, Eads.

Aristotle

Newton

Franklin

Pasteur

Lavoisier

Farsday

Archimedes

Leonardo da Vinci

Darwin

sopernicus
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MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

BOSTON, MASS.

May 3, 1915.

Dear Dr. Maclaurin:

Professors Gocdwin, Derr, and myself

aided by Professor Hale have struggled with the problem

suggested in yours of April 29th. I think we are very

well agreed on a list of representative physicists for

the purpose which you mention and which I send with this.

Professor Tyler called up the department mentioning

this matter and asking for about fifteen names.

Referring tc the accompanying list, I assume that

the first two names, Archimedes and Newton, would stand

in the place of greatest prominence and apart from men

of lesser note. Of the other names, that of Joule

might very well be chosen also by the engineers in which

case, it would better go to them. If our list is too

long, the names of Hertz, Ampere, and Huygens are those

which we would remove, but in what order of preference

I think we are all somewhat uncertain. The name of

Hertz is perhaps rather too recent, but on the other hand,

whatever the future may develop, there is no question

that the art of radiotelegraphy is and always will be

based on his researches. Between Ampere and Huygens

we have all of us "wabbled" a good deal. The applica-

tion of the pendulum to the clock certainly has had a

great outcome, and his determination of the wave forms

in Iceland spar was certainly a marvelous piece of worke.
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MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

BOSTON, MASS.

The former however, seems to be the chief reason for in-

serting the nare in the list. I think the work of Arpere

is too cormonly forgotten by electrical engineers nowadays.

All three names might very well be omitted if there is

not room enougche.

The name of Franklin is conspicuous by its absence

and we are somewhat divided in opinione. I think we are

all agreed that the only reason for inserting his name

is the fact that he was an American, and that his scien-

tific work was done at a time when there was almost no

American science. How much sentiment should prevail

in such a case, I can hardly save. I am inclined to

agree with either side of the argument according to

which is last presented.

There are various other names which we have considered

some of which will probably be chosen by the departments

of Chemistry, .Engineering, and Mathematics.

I wish that it might be possible before the complete

selection is made, to have some more general consideration

so that the same grade might be secured all through.

I trust that you will use your own judgement with

regard tc the names which we send.

I am

Yours very sincerely,

l
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Archimedes

Newton

iA ————

Galileo

Huy gens

Fresnel

Kirchoff

Rowland

Volta

Ampére

Faraday

Henry

Kelvin

Vaxwell

Herte

Rumford

Joule

Helmholtz

a1 bbs



JUGALD C. JACKSON, PROFESSOR

ARTHUR E. KENNELLY, PROFESSOR

HARRY E. CLIFFORD, PROFESSOR

COMFORT A. ADAMS, PROFESSOR

"RANK A. LAWS, PROFESSOR

XR. R. LAWRENCE, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
HARRISON W. SMITH, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

NM. E. WICKENDEN, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

CHARLES W. GREEN, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

MASSACHUSETTS

INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

sosToN, May 3, 1915.

Dr. Richard C. Maclaurin, President,

Technology.
Dear Dr. Maclaurin:=-

Enclosed herewith is

a list of names of eminent past scientists

and englneers.

Hoping that this will

neet your requirements, I remain,

fours very sincerely,

Enclosure.

AEK:B
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EMINENT SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS.

Ampere
Arago
Archimedes
Armstrong
Becquerel
Bessel
Biot
Briggs
Brunel
Bunsen
cavendish
Clark
Clausius
Toulombdb
cuneus
Daniell
D!'Arsonval
Darwin
Davy
De la Rive
culer
Faraday
Faure
Ferraris
fourier
franklin
Jalvani
Fauss
Jelssler
Filbert
Framme
Juericke
Harris
Helmholtz
Henry
Hertz
Hughes
Huxley
Jacobl
Joule
Kelvin
Lagrange
Laplace
Lenz
Mascart
Maxwell
Morse
Musschenbrock
Napler
Newton

Jdersted
Ohm
Pacinotti
Peltier
Plante
Poggendorff
Poincare
Poisson
Poncelet
Preece
Prony
Pythagoras
Rankine
Rels
ronalds
Rowland
Ruhmkorff
Siemens
Stevenson
Stokes
Tait
Varley
Volta
Tatt
ieber
Wheatstone
N¥ilde



DEPARTMENT OF
CHEMISTRY AND CHEMICAL ENGINEERING,

AASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
RA0STON.

ay 3, 1916.

Dr. Richard C. Maclaurin, Pres.,

Mass, Inst. Technology.

My dear Dr. Maclaurin:

Professors Noyes, Moore and I have hed a conference

regarding the names of eminent chemists which might probably

be included in the inscription on the new buildings. We are

agreed that Lavoisier should have the place of honor as the

individual representative of chemistry, on the larger panels,

He suggest the following for the less conspicuous positions:

Berzelius, Bunsen, Kekule, van't Hoff, Scheele, Boyle, Liebig,
3ibbs, Dalton, Mendelejeff. The sequence of these names

Indicates approximately our estimate of the importance of the

position in the history of chemical science in which the vari-

ous men would be placed. In case, however, some of these

nemes were t0 appear as a separate collection it might be de-

sirsble to reconsider the order. In fact, if they were to be

grouped together I think we should agree that they should follow

historical sequence.

We should esteem it a favor if we could know how many

names are selected, and how they are to be relstéd to the entire

30llection, before any actual cutting has been done, as we might

possibly modify our recommendations somewhat if we knew exact

letails as to the use of the names.

Very truly yours,
&gt;



Ampere Coulomb © Gey Lussac - Linnaeus = Roentgen

Arago Crompton

Archimedes - Or—ier

Aristotle = Delton

Arkwright . Dsna

Bacon, Franci®aniell

Ban ~raral— © Darwin

Bernouilli- - Da Vinci

Berzelius  ~~ Davy

Bans~mny Descertes

Biot Ericsson

Bowditeh™ = Euclid

Boyle Faraday

Bulfinch . Foucault

unsen Fourier

Jarno Franklin

Cavendish Fresnel

Nlausius Fulton

cooper  Galileo

Copernicus Galvani

N"orliss ~nENSAY

R4bHbs T.%9 at abo Rowland

Gutenberg Ly»11 Rumford

Harv»v Maxwell . Scheele

TE Helmholtz Mendele Jeff Siemens

-Herschel Mercator ~ Smith (Adam)

Humboldt --Michael Angelo Stephenson

 Huyghens ~ 3211 ~ Tycho Brahe

-- Huxley ~ Moissom = fqyndal

.Hypvoarchus Morse | Van't Hoff

« Jetinus ~ Napier _-Virchow

Jenner Hewcomb ©. volts

Joule Newton 4 watt

©Kekule Ohm Wwohlerx

Kelvin Pasteur re
a 37)

 ~~ Kepler Poincar~ Wrignat

. Kirchoff Priestley

Laplace Ptolemy

Lavoic:=» 8agora“yth

..- Leibnitz © - Regnault

Liebig Ritte FY





MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

BOSTON, MASS,

QEPARTMENT OF MATH MATICS. lay 8B, 1915.

Near Fresident llaclaurin:

liv choice for the ten first class names

history of science would, I think, be as follows:

Galileo

Eyppnarchus
¥YeplerCopernicus

Darwin

Faraday

Lavoisier

Newton

Tor the additional names I suggest:

Apollonius
Bacon (R.)
Bell
Bessemer
Boyle
Jauchy
Dalton
Davy
Descartes
Tricsson
Tuelid
Tuler
Franklin
fulton
Galvani
Filbert
3818S
Fay-Lussac
sreen
Hargreave
Harvey
Helpholtz
Herschel
Humholdt
Jenner
Huyghens
“elvin

Lagrange
Laplace

Teibnitz
Liebig
Linnaeus
T.§onardo
Lobatchewski
Lyell
Maxwell
llichael Angelo
Liorse
lewcomb
Fascal
Pasteur
Parlzin
Plato
Ptolemy
fythagoras
Rowland
Pumforad
Stephenson
Thales
¥rcho Brahe
volta
Vieta
Tatt
Thitney

TB8hler
irightBonet?

* ~ da™wl Li

ALC oi

Annet

HL)

Tery truly yours,



Greek - 8B

Apollonius

Archimedes

Aristotlo

Hipparchus

Ptolemy
Pythagoras
Plato
Thales.

Geology - 3

Lyell

Suess

Werner
fr
I

. r

re

fro«

Architecture - 8

Bramante=

Brunelleschi

Bulfinch
Ghiberti

Leonardo
Michael Angelo

Mathematics « 14

Cauchv

dtalembert

Descartes

Euclid |

Euler

Hourier

Gauss

Lagrange
Newton

Napier

Lobatchewskl

Leibnitz

Laplace

Poincare

Biology - GO.

Cuvier

Darwin

Harvey

Huxley
Jenner

Astronomy - ©

Copernicus
Herschel

Hill

Kepler

Newcomb

Tycho Brahe

Chemistry - 13

Berzelilus

Boyle

Bunsen

Dalton

Gay Lussac

Lavoisier
Liebig |

Mendels jeff
Moisson
Priestley
Scheele

Van't Hoff

wohler
Palladio

Linnaeus
ren

Lister

Pasteur

Virchow



Engineers and Inventors-27
Arkwright
Bessemer

Crompton
zads |

Ericsson

Froude

Fulton

soodyvear

Gutenberg

Hargreaves

Howe

Macadam

forse

Na smyth

Newccmen

Rankine

roebling

aussell

Siemens

smeaton

Stephenson

Telford

Jauban

Ta tt

Westinghouse

-

Physics - 25

Bacon - R,.

Becquerel

sarnot
Davy

Faraday
Franklin
Galileo
Galvani

3ibbs

Filbert

Fuericke

Helmholtz

Huyghens

Joule

Kelvin
Langley
Maxwell

Ohm

Pascal

Regnault

nrontgen

Rowland

Runmf ord

Stokes
Volta

—
Ty ten

whitney

riocht



MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

BOSTON, MASS. U.S.A.

-DWARD F. MILLER
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MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL AND SANITARY ENGINEERING

CHARLES M. SPOFFORD
HAYWARD PROFESSOR OF CIVIL ENGINEERING

BOSTON, MASS
nN -rnT ‘ef 1910.

Dr. Richard CU, [laclaurin, Zresident,
lassachusetts Institute of Technology,

Boston, llasgachusetts.

Dep TY=~ 'sclaurin:

© Toes omeelipinary 17° © scientists,

engineers ar” others vi*'eh may u~ cf assistance in prevering ro

list of names for the walle of the New Technology. . hh

derscored the namer of civil engineers and algo those ro geliont”6

and inventors ho heve discovered nrinciples upon whic “hn prac-

tice of civ’. o-nginccring 1s based. or who have developed processes

used in the manufacture of materials of construction. I have, how-

ever, made no attempt to limit my list to such men. 1 should be

clad t- furnish further information concerning any of the under-

Cor~— Naess

In this lict 7 heave included none now living.

I shou? ~rmnose, however, that such men as ndison, Harconi, Bell,

Goethals od porcinly ethers might well be included. 7 believe

that tr.~ names - both nxdison and Bell are inscribed on the boston

Publi LP Tory

. - A" . .® “*
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LIST OF PROLMINEN™ MUA TNEARS ALD SCINNTISYS

Prepared CE v0 Spofiord.

7
Almmpere. Andr- llarie Fhysicict and mathematician.

Archinedcs zeonetrician. Discovered
nile v7 The Meror end

mrincijf ode 11C -
: =

wy ~ A py= 2 Ir &amp; Y7 |

Arkwright, Sir Richard Invented cotton swinningaA i TIN CUAC

igcon, Mrancis Philosopher, jurist, statesman.
One of the chief {founders of
modern inductive scicnce.

Baker Sir Renjanin

Bernoui li Daniel

Basser

Boyle — ©

guilicer cf dams and bridges.

lathematician and ~hysicie”

[Invented Bessemer steel process.

chemist and natural philosophist.

Bowd? £ = Tym ~~" American mathematician,

conctirue®~" Thames Tuniiel.

German chemist.

Fhysicist.

Bruncl
Bunsen Rcbo

Jarnot iT

C-ambard

 ona FA
N -

Castiglinnce Arplie! theorem of least work to
engineering nroblene

ooper 7 tfoer [nventor,philanthronist.
facturer,

MODY] —-

Joperaicur Joctor of llelicine. System of
Astronomy.

orliss, George henry

suvier, Georges Leopold

[nventor, manufacturer, designer.

chretien rfrederic bayobert - A celebrated
'renich natlralist - the founder
0f the science of conmvarative
anatomy.
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Descartes NLL.

sads, Janer Ba

sricsson, John

juclid

huler, Leonhard

Faraday, lichael

'ulton, Robert

Francis, Je B-

franklin, Benjamin

: 2 0A,qr Tr.
oi John

yalilec

Yalvani= Tai

xay Luesac. Josenh Touls

Haswell, Charlegc

Helmholtz Herman Ludwi~

Herschel, 3ir Jillian
Hooke, Robert
qowe, JT1Cy

rerdinand

Huggzens Christian

Fepli Jchann

Lalan¢ Jose~!. GCrdme Lefrangais de

Langley. Samuel Pierpont

chenia”®

philnre-"-~= methenatician.

Brids

Constructed caloric engine.
Aprlied screw to steam navi-
csoticr Invented "llonitor."

yeoneter

rathematiclan. Developed puler
Column Formmr~.

Physicist rnd chenist.

sngineer and inventor.

Hydraulic engine

fhilosorher, statesiien,
dinlonatist.

~uthor.

Leader in development of the
iron and steel industry.in U. S.

Physicist and astrononer.

Physician and physicist.

chemist and physicist.

‘Marine engia~oT

von -- rhysiolosrist and nhvsicigst.

Astronomer.
Hooke's law.
Invenio» of the sewing rachine.

Physicict.astronomer,uathcmatician.
a

a, “cy ewos
a

Astrcnor

Astronomer. First to build flying
machine heavier thai 2ir which
made an inderendent flight.
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Laplace. Pierre Simon de

Lavoisier, Antoine Lament

Leibnitz Baron Gottfried

jacadan, John London

dariotte ddne

dcCorniclk Cyrus Hell

fercator. Gerhard XKrerer

tori e »iv S on, Georg
ors In | 74 Se. 5 .

" ws auel 3. 1 Lo Br.oy

Napier Trhn
ry Asaan’ Tomes

Newton. Sir Iaeasac

lohle. Alfred

cha, Georg Simon

Palladio Andres

Feirce Trmjiecmin
Poisscl ‘meon
RESTS NN Latan Jet i

Regnault Heo 7

Roebling, John Avgucr’
Rowland, Thomas Fite”
unaford. Count (Benjanin

Yilhelr

SE

rT

Thomn:OmMN 0)

betroncmer and matrematician

Oh~r? 4

von  Philcsopher, nathenatician,

sngineer. Inventerof the systen
of rmacsadamizing roads.

Physicist

Harvesting “mnmlenents.

Flemish geographer.

Bridge enginec™
Artist. Inventor of

telegsrenh.

tlathene ~~" ~~

tngineer, astronomer. Inventor
of steax hammer.

'atheratician and natural
rhilocernhesr

Americen cngineer.
bvil

thysice?

Great tunnel

Architer

iathermatician and astronomer.

athematical physicist.Physicist. llechanics applied to
engineer’ nm,

chemist «+ °° Tiwvet a3

veveloped valuuwble methods for
solving cunginoering structure.

Designer Ci onepensio:n bridees,

Civil enginceoer.

Seicentist.
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siemens, Sir Willian

smeaton, John

Stephenson. George

Stephenson. Robert
Paylor, Iredericlk 77.

4° : :felford, Thomas

Thomson. oir William (Lord Kelvin)

lorricrll’i ZLvangelista

lyndal’ Tn

Jauban S-hagtiern Le Prectr- -

ventur

inci, Leonardo da

‘iovann. Battista

Jolte Count Alessandro

att. Janes

verner., Abraham Gottlob

vestinghouse George
vheatstone 2° Charles

Thitneyr Ii

right. ight. Wilbur

Fhysicist, engineer,
processes nf gtecl

inventor
naling.

of

civil engineer, Built luddy-
stone Yighthernoa,

rerfector of th- locomotive.

ongineer and bridge builder.

[Inventor of high speed tcols
revolutionizing machine
shop practice.

sivil engineer, road and bridge
builri~—.

liatheratician, physicist, 1ro-
fessor oi natural philosophy.

Physicist end mathematician.

Fhyasicig®
[filitery cv" v-~r nd narshal

Hydraulic cone’ 1

Painter, architect, sculptor
scientist, engineer,
mechanician, musician.

rhysicist.

.lechanician, inventor, civil
engineer.

lineralogist, geologist.

Inventcr

Physicie”

Inventor, nanufacturer

“ith his brother was first to
attain practical success with
he aeroplane.



MassacHUsSETTS
INsTITUTE OF TEC HNoeLoGY

BosToN

May 11, 18915.

Dear President Maclaurin,

I suggest the following eccnomists

as worthy of commemoration:

Adam Smith

Ricardo

John Stuart Mill.

It is a little diificult, of course,

to make a selection among so many. Turgot

might be substituted for Mill, and pecseibly

ycu may have room for four.

Yours sincerely
{



DUGALD C. JACKSON, PROFESSOR

ARTHUR E. KENNELLY, PROFESSOR

AARRY E. CLIFFORD, PROFESSOR

COMFORT A. ADAMS, PROFESSOR

RANK A. LAWS, PROFESSOR

R. R. LAWRENCE, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

4ARRISON W. SMITH, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

NM. E. WICKENDEN, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

“HARLES W. GREEN. ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

MASSACHUSETTS

INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Dr. Richard C. Maclaurin, President,

Technology.
Dear President Maclaurin:-

sosToN, May 11, 1915.

The names that I referred
to on the Englneering Building of the University of
Nisconsin I have just learned from a letter received
from Dean Turneaure are as follows:-

Bessemer (Mech. Eng.)
Corliss (Mech. Eng.)
Ericsson (Mech. Eng.)
jramme (Elect. Eng.)
Henry (Elect. Eng.

Kelvin (Elect. Eng.)
Rankine (Civil Eng.)
Reynolds (Mech. Eng.)
Siemens (Mech.&amp; Elect. Eng.)
Telford (Civil Eng.)

There were selected by the engineering faculty at the
University of Wisconsin some dozen years ago to repre-
sent the ten men then dead who had had the greatest
influence upon applied science as practiced in engineer-
Ing. We had long arguments over the names.

The following are, in my
estimate, those men, who are now dead, who have had
the greatest influence upon the progress of applied
electricity, either through the discovery of the laws
of electricity and magnetism or making direct applica-
Lions thereof.

Ampere
Arago
Soulomb
Davy
Faraday
Franklin
Gilbert
gramme
Helmholtz
Henry
Hertz |

Hopkinson
Joule
Kelvin

Maxwell
Morse
Molsson
Oersted
Ohm
Rayleigh
Roentgen
Rowland
Slemen
Thales
Volta
Von Guericke
watt
Teber

In addition to the foregoing list, I give the following
as being of some considerable importance, and vet with-
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ut so much certainty of thelr importance.
thus referred to are:-

Ferraris
Cyrus) Field
Foucault

Galvani
Pacinotti
Sturgeon

May 11, 1915.

The men

In addition to the foregoing, the
following mathematicians have had a great deal of
influence upon the development of electrical en-
gineering on account of the mathematical proceedure
which they have brought out:-

Carnot :

Fourier
Fresnel
Laplace

The following men, who are dead, seen
to me should be given the most careful attention from
the standpoint of other branches of engineering:

Leonardo (Military Eng. and aeronautics)
Vermyden (Drainage)
Telford (Roads)
Brindley (Canals)
Smeaton (Lighthouses and docks)

Fulton
Stevens
Whitney
lowe
Ericeson
Corliss
Holley
Reynolds
Eads
Arkwright

Newcomen
Murdock
Rankine
Trevithick
Stephenson
Brunel.
Nasmyth
Babbage
Whitworth
Bessemer

Returning again to the electrical
sngineering people, of which I gave you a list of
dead men earlier in this letter, 1t seems to me that
there are two men who are still alive who have done
50 much by their inventions and discoveries in elec-
trical engineering to revolutionize the methods of
life in this civilized age, that it is reasonable to
put their names on the bullding, making an exception
in the rule against living men. These two men are

Alexander Graham Bell
and

Thomas Edison.
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In the foregoing, I have given you
sxtensive lists, not knowing just how extensive or
limited the lists that you must work down should be,
but I will be glad to cooperate in the condensation,
in the case of the electrical engineering men, 1f
you desire.

Sincerely yours,

CJ:B



MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURE

WILLIAM H. LAWRENCE
PROFESSOR OF ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING

CHAIRMAN OF THE DEPARTMENT

Nay 11, 1916

Dear Dre.

~TO sOMT~JL «

seems +) be

Maclaurin:

We have all agreed upon the following list

~~+ative men in architecture:

The most appropriate name to stand ~~ itself

that of Ictinus, architect of the Parthenon (Greek).

Five other names suggest~®

Anthemius (Byzantine, Sta. Soph’

Robert de Couey (Gothic, Rheims Cathedral)

Brunelleschi (Renaissance, Florence Cathedral dome)

Christopher Wren (English, St. Paul's.

Charles Bulfinch (Colonial in Arerica)

Hoping this will answer vour purpose, [ am

2incerely —1roe

 on

a

President llaclaurin,
\/

llassachusetts Institute of Technology,

Boston, lass.

or &amp;

~ iY Co
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MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURE

RALPH ADAMS CRAM
&gt;)ROFESSOR OF ARCHITECTURE

Vay 21, 1916

Dear Dr. Maclsurin:

Professor Lawrence has td mm ff the

“nt has been made to you with remard to

* rchitects. I em inclined to think

there i* scme force in this, and ,if you approve,

I think it might perhaps be better to choose the

name of Vitruvius as representing all architects,

substituting this in place of Ictinus. TE vou

this then Ictinus should be substituted “~» Anthemius,

for wv must have a Greek architect, and © 1 Vitru-

vious and Anthemius wo should have Romans (East end

Jest) and no Greek.

The list would then read:

VITRUVIUS
ICTINUS
ROBERT DE CCOUCY
BRUNELIESCHI
CHRISTOPHIR WREN
CEARIES BULRINCH

rr

President llaclaurin,
Ifassachusetts Institute of Technology

Boston



MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

BOSTON, MASS.

lay 24, 1915,

Dear Dr. Naclsasurin:

 Il send with this a list of names as you

des ired. I find it quite impossible to make a selection

which I am at all satisfied with, and in many cases, do

not feel that I have sufficient knowledge to judge among

t ken. I send first a list of a little fewer than one huu-

dred names which I have selected with such surety as is

possible, though I inagine that a more intermittent con-

glideratior. would lead to changes. I have inserted in

this list the name of Joseph Henry which had dropped

out probably through an error in copying. I have under-

scored all the names which were originally handed in by

this department. I have added the name of Thomas Young

to this list I have seen ne reason whatever for alter-

ing the list which we handed in so fa¥ as our own branch of

the subject is concerned. I have transferred Rontgen's

name to the list of fhose still living.

Following the principal list I send an alternative list

some of the names in which ought doubtless to be substituted

for tliose ir ny first list though 1 can't make up my mind

which if any, these are.

I have also nade a brief list of additions of authori-

ties In other departments which I think may have been over-

locked.

{ do not know just what importance in now attached
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MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

BOSTON, MASS.

to tlie work of Murdock. There is a sentimental reason

for placing the name on the new building inasnuch as his

name was almecst the last word spoken by President Rogers

prior to his death. Not more than half a dozen words

followed it.

I have not included in my list the name of Shakes-

vere since it seems to me that these names should be confired

to men wince have been gregt in science or the application

of science, otherwise I should think we must add to the

list Hamer, Virgil, Dante, Goethe at least. I'or a like

reason I have omitted Mill . With more doubts, I have

onnitted Lister, Harvey, and Jenner as thelr work seemed

most closely related to medicine and surgery.

I was surprised to find the names «. £0 few architects.

Very hag

PeSe It occurs to me to

to decide on some comrunity of -ysw.

 ma

Ut dezd spelling, for EX

ample in the matter of accents and the like.





Ampere
Archimed

Aristotcl

Arkwricht

Berzelius

Bessel

Bessemer

Boyle

Bramante

Brunelleschi

Bulfinch

Bunsen

Jarnot

Javendish

Jlausius

copernicus

Juvier

D'Alembert

Dalton

Darwin

Da Vinci

Davy

Degcartes

@ricsson

Miclid

Faraday

Ferraris

Foucault

Fourier.

Franklin

Fresnel
ee

Froude

Galileo

Gay Lussac

Ghiberti

The

~Td iar

Jocdvealr

Jutenberg

[Lr

Hooke

 POlowe

 rans:

re
-

Hipvarchus

Jacquard

Joule

Kekule

Ke: Tr n

Z 2.7

{irechoff

Langley

Laplace

Lavoisier

Leibnitz
4

Licbss

\ r

-"

+ STF

Linnasus

Lvell
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McCormick

Maxwell
—————

Mendele jeff

Thales

Torricelli

Tycho

Michelangelo
Van't Hofr

Volta
Newcomen

Newton

Yhm

Watt

Weper

Werrney

Pacinotti

Pasteur

Planté

Priestley

Ptolemy

itney

Wohler

ren

(oun

Pythagoras

Rankine

Regnault
Rowland

Runiford

Scheele

Jiemens

Smeaton

Sturgeon
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Rernouilli

Diovhantus

Gauss

Herschel

IL.okatchewakl

Murdock

Nasmyth

Dtto

Roebling

Stokes

Virchow
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ADDITIONS

Aristarchus

Hamilton

Hill

Hoe

Le Verrier

(or Adams )



DUGALD C. JACKSON, PROFESSOR

ARTHUR E. KENNELLY, PROFESSOR

HARRY E. CLIFFORD, PROFESSOR

COMFORT A. ADAMS, PROFESSOR

FRANK A. LAWS, PROFESSOR

R. R. LAWRENCE, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

HARRISON W, SMITH, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

WM. E. WICKENDEN, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

~"HARLES W. GREEN, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

MASSACHUSETTS

INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

BOSTON, May 24, 1915.

Dr. Richard C. Maclaurin, President,

Technology.
Dear President Maclaurin:-

Responding to your request,

I send you herewith enclosed my selection of what

appear to me to be the 100 most significant names

amongst the aggregate list, forwarded by you, of

names proposed for the entablatures of the Tech-

nology buildings. Dr. Kennelly has jolned me ir

this selection and asks me to say that generally

speaking he concurs in it.

The basls of selection 1s to

Include 100 names of only men who without question

have modified the world's civilization by making

elther additions to the methods of thought in

economic philosophical branches, revoluticnary

discoveries in science, revolutionary inventions,
ft "radeor extraordinary and c- don R advances in

machinery or structures; and in following this

path, the attempt has been to make the selection

irrespective of the particular branch or branches

of knowledge embraced by the men whose names are

aelected,

I do not include the over=-

shadowing name of Shakespeare, solely because his



Dr. R.C.M., Prest....2 May 24, 1915.

preeminence is in literature rather than in any of

the four activities named above.

There are just 100 names in the enclosed

list, and among these I include the names of two

living men,- Bell and Edison,- on account of the

tremendous effect of their work on business and

social life.

have taken the liberty of restoring the

name of Joseph Henry to the 11st, as his name was

T

amongst those originally handed in and must have

been omitted from the complilaticn by a typographical

3rror. His discoveries in electromagnetic induction

and related electromagnetic branches place him close

to Faraday and his Inventions of the electromagnetic

relay and the electromagnetic methods of signalling

at a distance also laid the foundation of Morse's

telegraph.

Sincerel-: yours.

Enclosures.
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Ampere
Archimedes
\rgkwright
3acon
Berzelius
Regsemer
Brindley
Brunel
3runeleschi
3unsen
carnot
Corliss
coulomb
Dalton
Darwin
Davy
Descartes
Diophantus
tads
sricsson
fuclid
Tuler
Faraday
field
fourier
francis
Franklin
froude
fulton
Jalileo
Jauss
3ibbs
Y1lbert
sramme
Jjutenberg
jargreaves
Jarvey
Helmholtz
Henry
Jertz
Ffumboldt
Tuyghens
Juxley
[ctinus
Jenner
Joule
Kelvin
Kepler
Lagrange

Laplace
Lavoisier
Leonardo (da Vinci,
Liebeg
Linnaeus
Lister
Maxwell
 endele jeff
Mercator
Michael Angelo
Vill
Vloisson
Viorse
Napler
Nasmyth
Newcomen
Newton
Jersted
Jhm
Pascal
Pasteur
lato
Poincare
Poisson
Poncelet
Priestley
Ptolemy
Pythagoras
Rankine
reynolds
Roebling
roentgen
Rumford
Siemens
Smeaton
Stevens
Stephenson
Telford
Thales
Tycho Brahe
vauban
Vernmuyden
volta
Fatt
festinghouse
fhitney
Whitworth
iiren
right

Bell
Edison



MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURE

WILLIAM H. LAWRENCE
*’ROFESSOR OF ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING

“HAIRMAN OF THE DEPARTMENT

x~
y 4, 1915

Der Dr lNMeclaurin:

wo hardly feri competent tn criticir “ha names

on your list except so far as thev may be r-onresentative ZL

architecture and its allied arts. In rerecard to ecrrtain names

there seems to b~ mn mossible guestion: others foll into groups

2ac™ group ronrer iting more or les

2acl. Aron one me mav be selected as

yen oc el fa rom

-ayregsentative and the

dthers onitted

There should be no guestion 1 think in regard to

[ectinus and Anthenmius.

Bramante, Brunelleschi, Ghibert:

fall into a group representing the Renalssaner

men Brunelleschi undoubtedly stands out no *+h-

= Falladio

Of these four

‘ioneer: the

other three therefore might be omitt--

Robert de Coucy, although »

sothic, was really not o sreat architect. There were no
Ur ousfreed

BEChE Gost gym he was simply a master-builder, having charge of

the work. He might therefore, if necessary, be omitted.

Wren and Gibbs would fall into the same period as

representving avg’ ceeture in England “wo, Wren should

be selected, therefore Gibbs micht b

Bulfinch seems to stand alone as representing

\ 1

colonial work in America, snd I should hardly want to see his

name left out.



LTV yw I :

Loe f= vi FfJ - 2

Dr M-eclgurin - 2

[+ would be (¢ "Tficult p~rhenr-

with the selected list of architects

retained hnwaver as a representetir

of Leonardo eas o renresentative of mpein®

Ae *nelude liichelenzgelo

name ri ~ht well be

~~=1pture, and that

T would therefore suggest the poss”?” omission of the

following nemes: Bramante, Ghiberti. Gibbs, Pr?ledio, and, if edad

necessary, de Coucy.

Y=3 TT

TN

Precident laclasurin,

'aogachusetts Institute of T°»



MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL AND SANITARY ENGINEERING

CHARLES M. SPOFFORD
HAYWARD PROFESSOR OF CIVIL ENGINEERING

BOSTON, MASS,

Dr. Richard C. lMaclaurin, Fresident,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Roston, Illassachusetts.
Dear Dr. llaclaurin:

From the list of names suitable for in-

scription on the pavilions of our new buildings which you sent

me on Saturday last, I have selected the enclosed list of one

hundred names which in my opinion should be used. Several of

these are the names of living men whose reputation is suffi-
2aCobliots

ciently #Hxed to warrant, in my opinion, their placing on the

walls. In addition to the alphabetical list, I am presenting

another list in which the names are arranged by classification,

and still another list from which the ten names to be added in

large letters should be selected.
Fm ne nly yours,



[['SCRIPYICHS FOR In TACHRNOLOGY.

o- lls Spofford.



Ampere
Archimedes

Aristotle

Arkwright
Agassi”

Bacon, Francis

Bernouilli

Bessemer

Boyle
Bramante

Bruneleschi

Bunsen

carnot

copernicus
corliss

Joulomb

Suvier

Dalton

darwin

Da Vinci

avy
Descartes

nads

Arigsson

guclid

New Technology-Inscriptions.

List of One Hundred.

muler

Faraday
Franklin

Lister

Lyell
Macadam

fulton LecCormick

Falileo

Galvani

Goodyear

autenberg

Hargreaves,

Harvey
Herschel

Hertz

dooke

Howe

quyghens

Huxley
Jenner

Joule

£elvin

Kepler

Langley

Laplace

"lalthus

llariotte

[faxwell

ercator

Michael Angelo

{111

lorse

Napier

Nasmyth
newton

Ohm

Palladio

Fageal

Pasteur

Pliny
Poincare

Foisson

rouncelet

Lavoisier

Leibnitz

Liebig

Ftoleny

Pythagoras
Rankine

-



Roebling

Roentgen
[owland

Smeaton

Smith

Stephenson

spencer

raylor
felford

torricelli

[yche 3rahe

lyndal

venturi

volta

att

vestinghouse
yheatstone

shitaey
ren

Wri gh t

Living
Bell

sdison
siffel
soethals

larconi



New Technology-Inscriptions.

suggestions for the Ten llost Prominent lames.

Archimedes

Aristotle

sopernicus
Darwin

‘ranklin

fulton

xalileo

Newton

Stephenson
¥att

Al ternates

Bacon

Bell

edison

Spencer

right



NEW TACHNCLOGY INSCRIPTIONS.

LIST OF ONZE HURDRID, CLASSIFIED.



Architects.

Bramante™
Bruneleschi
Da Vineci*

l{ichel Angelo
Palladio

ren

See repetition under"Engineers and Inventors."



Astromomers.

Copernicus
Galileo*
Herschel

Huyghens™
Kepler

Langley
Laplace™
Ftoleny

lyche Brahe

ee repetition under "lathematicians and Physicists.”



chemists.

Bunsen

Dalton

Davy
Parade

Lavoisier

- ofx: XX

Liébig

"See repetition under "llathematicians and Physicists.”



Archimedes

Arkwright
Bessemer

Bramente*

corliss

Da Vineci*

kads

gricsson

Fulton

300dyear

sutenberg

Eargreaves
Howe

lacadam

McCormick

forse,

ingineers and Inventors.

‘Nasmyth
‘Poncelet
Rankine

Roebling
omeaton

Stephenson

Taylor
Telford

Venturi

vatt

westinghouse

Whitney

Wright

L. ing
Bell

Zdison
niffel
Goethals

Marconi

"See repetition under "Architects."



Mathematicians and Physicists.

Ampere

Lp Tmt

Bernouilli

Boyle
Carnot

Coulomb

Descartes

luclid

Buler

Faraday
3alileo™*

zalvani

Hertz

Hooke

Huyghens™*
Joule

Kelyin

llariotte

Maxwell
Napier
Newton

Ohm

Pascal

Poincare
Poisson

Pythagoras
Roentgen
Rowland

Torricelli
Pyndal
Volta

Yheatstone

Laplace™™*
Leibnitz

“See repetition under "Chemists."
" " " "Astrononers."”





Naturalists.

cuvier

Darwin

Pliny
Philosophers.

'ranklin - Aristotle - Bacon - 3pencer

Lcononmists.
lalthus
Mill

Smith
TRI=TTT

Geologists.
Agassiz
Lyell

Physicians, Surgeons and Biologists.

Harvey

Huxley
Jennsr

Lister

Pasteur

Geograrhers.

‘fercator.





EVERETT MORSS
201 DEVONSHIRE ST.

BOSTON

May 26, 1915.

pr. R. C. Maclaurin, Presldent,
Mass, Institute of Technology,
Boston, Mass,

Dear Br. Maclsurind-

inclosed please find letter from
liet of names to be inscribed on

Richards regarding the
bulldings.

The names that ho had marked are as follows;

Babbage
3abcock
3eagener
Bruneleschi
coopor
Jopernisus
Jorliss
Crompton
Da. Vinci
Davy
Tads
Iricsson
fdoucault
*rancils
fritz

Fulton
Goodyear
Hargreave
Haswell
Holley
Howe
Huyghens
Jacquard
Joule
Kelvin
daxwell
dichael Angelo
Tagymth
Jewcomen
Jtto

ad TTY qT.

te
Y

Rankine
Roebling
Sellers
3iemens
Smeaton
Robert Stevens
Robert Stephenson
Taylor
Watt
Westinghouse
"Thitney
Yhitworth
Yorthington
dell
idison.

EM-RM
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COOPER| UNIONNEW tes

JFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

~cp D2+ 35th, 1918.

Dear Everctt:-

have no or wdienldor i¢~ ~™n* thir

mat*rr» of the list excen” thet °* seers 4° r~ thet

would be very fortunate to includ~ - core~t ~»riq~-7

among the rrceminent ten inasmuch ar 47 rrema ~~ 37 *he

field of applied science or enginr=ring  ~hich i~ ~5

3lgnificant in tke purposen of the inrti*ntion ~~ should

oe recognized. My own inclination would be to givn strong

velght to thesne men throughout the list. I have marled

then where they occur as —rli &amp;  ~or~ c*th~» name”

only addition that I sould ~meg~~% =oulil b&gt; Chrrtr—*&lt;at,

the inventor of the pow =~
{yy—-

N

moratt Morass,
~7 Nevonshire Street,

Boston, Mass.
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MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

BOSTON, MASS.

Ie a 1
- &amp;- &amp;

le Ke © vecloenrin,

rom. &gt; - 4+

~d Mo IA a TJ tT

dec Sj vr -

In re~"y to your request for nwiecs of eminent

secologlists to be inscribed on the new buildings. I bea 1

state that the names which seem niogst important to the

seologlcal Department are, L. ULL. DENA,

Ntnher Geologist who or

sreat principles of the science aw

arin in: ~,onentg of
Wl|+08 i) EN CTT!Ea SUILSS

I7 7% should be desired to ploc come name of

Free. doologloen.. cxXplorers on the bullaings oT Jo

7 Cty 00 the following, POWELL, K.NG. Ludi Dav SON.



Lf i{ie]

Dogary Iv
-

&amp; 5 ,TPOIinieneo

an orm

(1) Aristot):

vin. (6) = cheniot. presumably Levoir= mod or

chenlstrys. For the four vacancies. there we=- suger ated Pasteur,

Lsonardo da Vinel, Archimedes. Sha ~~eare. and por: thw Henry,
»5 the leading physicist of Ariaricn ‘Since thon, sca ong hr

CT odichwel Angelo oc oo

ghould 1ir~

vr poche +0

vive to leonardo da Vinci.

~~n. but I do not think

“acer names mentioned.

[Re ocnlv ona with whom ha or £m
“

- - up
wl 5

and Faroerd, roaades belne the wnPenmanmn 1 Crn. 1 Ain ei. ctr:Ua = 3
[ { Aig

ching principlos. stands above all for the

master exvorimsnter. Very few moderns cculd properly bs pri.

in the list of ten and except for political accidents, lewten and

shakespeare might count for Americans just as well as for Lnglishe

vhinl after wll. that we should include Shakenpeare. If

« raster of literary form ons would

ins hig (A.D on tho

 2 OVorar C

rrMan

311

NLL!

JohaS UY ul.

is, hcwever, that their vo

dient lines of thought

Ctoy mY mw ‘3 -~4 t po n I Sa de

we Law ye Sil Cul 3 i
To2) THY Ohl

and actavivy. Loot ou. vhe students avo



 7Hr. Fadil ve n

prospective engineers and we should sugges’ to them not only

that they should be interested in literary form but especially

that thoy should be interested in human nature i&amp; I chould place

Shakespeare before them as showing pre-eminent! on insight into

humanity in its liz

June 1, 1915.

+e Po Flohi, ESQe,

84 State Street.



MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

BOSTON, MASS.

May 22, 1915.

President R. C., }Maclaurin,

Wo —

 -— J mn

Near Sir:

In reply to your letter of May 21st, enclosing

list of names to be carved on the nsw building:

1 do not feel myself able to criticise the

list of scientific men outside of my department. You
will remember the names suggested,were: LYELL, DANA,
DeBEAUONT, DAWSON, KING, LOGAN, POWELL, SUESS. I would

sugzest that in my opinion those most qualified to re

main would be LYELL, D —g8 and DeBEAUWONT, and

that the other four

L/W
Fnc.



‘PEDERICK P.FISH
N.K.RICHARDSON
ROBERTFZHERRICK
CHARLES NEAVE
NY CUNNINGHAM
ALEX D.SALINGER
JEREMIAH SMITH. JR.
J LEWIS STACKPOLE
NILLIAM G. MCKNIGHT
MALCOLM DONALD
J.W. FARLEY
1ARRISON F. LYMAN
1ENRY W.DUNN
.LARENCE D.KERR
ALAN N.MANN

ALBERT M.LYON
PHILLIPS KETCHUM
SISHER H.NESMITH
HECTOR M HOLMES
SEORGE C. ARVEDSON

FISH, RICHARDSON, HERRICK &amp; NEAVE

34 STATE STREET, BOSTON. 5S NASSAU STREET NEW YORK.

SOSTON T. 8 Z. 191F.,

TELEPHONES
BOSTON

5740 MAIN
NEW YORK

3185 RFCTOR

President R. C. MaclaurinVassachusettn Institute of Technolosy,
Bostrn.

“ragidsnt Meelaning
sve very gui 70 Teemardo Ge Vine! 7 7 Ten the

list &gt; tner thar “fehd. Ancelo, It seems to me th Tonardo,

xreatl ae he vine or or oo leet mae mraeninen?1oo Ro"

 nf Te hale Am the greatI can not heals —» ~~

engineers of the —r7

artistic work, I sinc:

rather than Vieidel Anes Te
The nore I think r

Pact. should be among the ten, Arac

ver— o~211 one that he ir the oc» = 0

get half of the 19% co

" chall be sorrv tc have Henwv' name omitted, Vhile

i ~~-me to me that he wag a man sc nsar the Toont rank that we

might posribly adont his nams ag the onl Mmerican who iv enti-

t1¢- tc anv consideration, I giv’. &amp; fot» vo» judgment in

the ~ "ter,

lyJA
« Fn

mit saurse I recer’ Shakespear: as entitled

ratior 0 olmogl erv Yio OT names mv instinct would

ha not to mol Lim amone the ten. Here asain however, I en=



FREDERICK P.FISH
W.K.RICHARDSON
ROBERT "HERRICK
CHARLES NEAVE
SJY CUNNINGHAM
ALEX D.SALINGER
JEREMIAH SMITH.JR
J LEWIS STACKPOLE
WILLIAM G.MCKNIGHT
MALCOLM DONALD
J.W. FARLEY
HARRISON F LYMAN
HENRY W.DUNN
CLARENCE D.KERR
ALAN N. MANN

ALBERT M.LYON
SHILLIPS KETCHUM
FISHER H. NESMITH
HECTOR M. HOLMES
SEORGE C. ARVEDSON

FISH, RICHARDSON, HERRICK &amp; NEAVE
FIELEPHONES

BOSTON
6740 MAIN
NEW YORK

51485 RECTOR
34 STATE STREET, BOSTON. 5 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK

we

 od

ig i, i \
i
:

BOSTON

R.CL.M,
A

pd
ot

tirely appreciate your point of -iew ar” shall concur in your

final conclusion, If you put him or how #11 you spell his

neme? I think that it would be we’ t&gt; consul* Professor Kit-

tredze of Harvard on this point

There if no doubt whe

“7 known of |} engine--

thimed- Cy about

— axmenc: tho ten.
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this name should be
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No Mesetasni
COPY

287 BEACON STREET,

Boston, December 13th, 1915.

Messrs. Stone &amp; Webster,

Construction Department.

Gentlemen?«=

One of the spaces on the front of the new

Institute of Technology where the names of dirtinguished

Philosophers and Scientists are engraved contains that

of one A PPOLONTIUZS, of whom I can find no mention

in any of the books of reference which I have consulted, so

perhaps you will kindly tell me whether he was some Physicist

of such small repute that he is not even mentioned in such

gtandard works as the Encyclopaedia Britannica or Smith's

Classical Distionary- or is this a new way of spelling

APOLLONTIUS, of Perga, known as the "Great Geometer®

whose name would seem to be quite in keeping with those of

the distinguished men by which his is surrounded?

Hoping for a reply, I remain,.

Gentlemen,

Yours very truly,

( Sgd. ) Dudley Be. Faye



wl i

004Ccteber 14, 19024.

Dear Pro’cagso ‘Nonale,
+

ve letter inquiring a

our buildings is «tt hand

conpletes list of the name~

these remes. the nmenbers of cur Faculty

-y » *herowith

 &amp;¥
nares 1Yle

slosing
ad .a . Yew

tn Cornora-

tion ard a few outside men prominent in certain brarches

of science were asked tc submit lists of names of men

rrominent in certain line of ensincering. These

lista were assembled Vwith the result as ghown on the

srclose’d sheet,

fours sincerely,

Secretary to the President.

Professor P. B. licDonald

Hew York University

Jniversity Heights, NHN. ¥Y.
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VIASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

May 7, 1917.

Dear Dr. Maclaurin *
9

Regarding the naming of the buildings,

for whichIam glad to know that names are to be chosen wholly

from those no longer living, the persons who first occur to

me doubtless in part because of great personal friendship but

also I am sure from pre-eminent merit are Professor William

Ripley Nichols and Professor Silas W. Holman, Both of. these

are graduates of the Institute, both ceased from its service

only with death in the one case and the necessities of fatal

illness in the other, both in their teacuning came in contact

with substantially all the students who graduated from the

Institute during their term of service, and both contributed

to the scientific standing of the Institute by their research

as well as by their teaching. They were both men of the highest

character and fought most bravely against what they must have

seen for a long time was an inevitable termination.

The instruction of Professor Nichols through many years

in general chemistry was a magnificent discipline for the

Freshman classes and ,as you well know,his work as a pioneer in

sanitary chemistry is well remembered by the profession,

Professor Holman was an invalid from a few weeks after his

craduation, but for over twenty years he held himself closely

to his work and developed the instruction in the physical and

slectrical laboratories to a degree of excellence which I do not

think was approached elsewhere, Could he have been possessed

5f health and moderate leisure I am certain that he would have



[efor im
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taken a high position among investigators,

I have written regarding Professor Holman in several

notices, The notes which I wrote following his death for

President Crafts rather hastily form substantially his notice

of that event in his annual report in 1910, Also a report

to the Faculty which I do not think was printed, Also a

notice published in the Proceedings of the American Academy,

I will look up the dates of these if you chance to care for

them,

Two other names that I think ought at some time to be

cormemo rated are those of Professor John B. Henck and Professor

William P, Atkinson, The former was a civil engineer of the

0ld school perhaps,as some of his professional pupils thought,

somewhat narrow but exceedingly thorough in all his teaching

a man who never tolerated slackness or want of accuracy in any

one but to whose insistence on rigorous exactness and promptness

were most beneficial to every student, We young fellows of that

far away day were exceptionally fortuna te in that most of our

teaching came from men of mature and large experience. Of course,

Professor Allen and Professor Swain can give much fuller testimony

than I regarding his professional work,

One matter, however, I can speak of with more knowledge

than I th ink any one can do except perhaps Professor Lanza.

The Institute owes more to him than any one can realize who is

not familiar with the condition of matters at the time of the

resignat ion of Professor Runkle from the presidency. When the



} we fom F
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number of students and the income of the Institute had so fallen

off that it was seriously prorosed to discontinue the Institute

there were long and perplexing discussions among the Faculty

as to pos sible causes of this falling off. Some influential

members felt that our standard was too high that we discouraged

the entrance of special students of limited prepiration and the

like, Professor Henck most emphatically took the opposite

position holding that the severity of requirements for graduation

within reasonable limits and a refusal to allow students of

insufficient preparation to enter the classes was our greatest

safeguard in the end since the existenceof so thorough a course

would soon cone to be recognized and gain to us the students whom

we needed in numbers and in character, This was precisely what

turned out after a few years to be the case. All this made a

great impression upon me when 1 was so young a member of the

Faculty and when I was seriously considering whether I had not

best go elsewhere,

Professor Henck was an original member of the Faculty

and continued such until he retired from teaching and active

worry.

He met most of the students as an instructor since he

gave himself the instruction in surveying in the second year

which practically all the students took.

Professor Atkinson whose name I mentioned next in order

I always remember with the strongest feeling of personal regard

since I think that every student who saw fit to attend to his

instruction was a very great gainer thereby.



He was a man of very wide reading who gave unsparingly

of his time to his pupils and tried most earnestly to impart

an interest in something other than the routine of professional

work. I regret that there were many in his classes who quite

failed to appreciate the value of his lectures, I believe,

however, that he had a great influence in the enlargement and

upbuilding of the mind and character of a large body of men.

Professor Lewis M. Norton who originally took charge

of the Course in Industrial Chemistry which ne was I think

chiefly instrumental in establishing and who died from pneumonia

in 1893 was another most devoted and comp2tent teacher. I do

not know of any better testimony to his ability of which I am

hardly competent to judge personally than the long period which

elapsed between his death and the satisfactory filling of the

position which he held,

Professor Letang's work in the Architectural Department

was recognized by all the students in that department at the time

of his death.

I have not mentioned Professors who have left us more re-

cently nor those who left the service of the Institute for educa-

tional or other work elsewhere, 1 assume also that the name of

sn ex-president would be more fittingly bestowed in a somewhat

larger way.

[ hope I have not overburdened you with suggestions,

1 im

Yours very sincerely,

A -
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MEN OF PROGRESS

AMERICAN INVENTORS

Dr. liorton

R * Qe Garqur-

coder

ITecCormmick

Jexton

Feter Coop:

Jocdyear

Prof. Henry

ott

Dr. Notd

v7 .ric asaon

“A AY .Sickles

\lorse

Purden

Rigelow

Hoe

Jentiiiig
Rlanchard

To we

Etherization

[ron Architecture é&amp;c

Revolvers

Reaperr-

Mint and Coast Sur.

Celavineg &amp;o

Vulcanizing Gum Flaztic

Tlectricity as a Motor

Works in Iron Tuel &amp;

anagewment of Heat 2c

* 1.Ma Or

caloric Sngsine, Yonitors &amp;c

Stearn, Cut Off &amp;c

Electric Telegrap

Horse Choe Machine

Rotary Press Co

carpev Ioom &amp;-.

Friction Match

Eccentric Lathe Cas

. ” 3 ~Jeving Machine
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Serzelius
coocsel

Sooooner
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gouguer

cowditch
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Instructor...............

Name.............

Subject...
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—evenee..Course..........

Year..........
Date............

[s this an examination for ADVANCED STANDING Pe

In case it is an examination for advanced standing, state
briefly at the beginning of what you write, the kind and
amount of your preparation.

If a condition examination, when did you take the subject in

class, and with what instructor? ... UT


































